Surgical Techniques and Prevention of Complications in the Treatment of Basal Ganglia Hemorrhage Through the Distal Transsylvian Approach.
Basal ganglia hemorrhage can damage the internal capsule and lead to high rates of disability and mortality. The distal transsylvian approach is a validated approach in the treatment of basal ganglia hemorrhage. However, this approach is difficult and prone to complications. The present study was performed to investigate the surgical techniques and prevention of complications of basal ganglia hemorrhage through the distal transsylvian approach. From January 2015 to January 2018, the authors treated 40 cases of basal ganglia hemorrhage using the distal transsylvian approach. The surgical video recordings and the patients' clinical data were retrospectively analyzed. The authors discussed the surgical techniques and prevention of complications through the distal transsylvian approach. Thirty-eight cases of basal ganglia hemorrhage were successfully treated through the distal transsylvian approach. The other 2 cases were converted to the transcortical transtemporal approach. In the early cases, complications occurred in 3 stages: sylvian fissure dissection, insula lobectomy, and hematoma removal. In the subsequent cases, the authors implemented appropriate surgical techniques to prevent complications. Basal ganglia hemorrhage can be treated through the distal transsylvian approach, but not in all patients. The distal transsylvian approach is highly technical and more problematic than the transcortical transtemporal approach. Mastering certain operative skills can reduce the surgical complications.